
 

 

 

HANOVER HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 
Minutes of the Hanover Hockey Association Board Meeting 
February 14, 2012 
 
In attendance: Sandy Bailey, Tim Beaver, Jim Damren, Deanna Denault, Elizabeth Gardner, 
Aimee Goodwin, Jeff Graham, Charlie Hackett, Sharon Ikeda, Gail Orr-Slider, Rob Seelig, Clayton 
Simmers, Kim Stern, and Mike Wagner. 
Absent: Tammy Coffin, Greg Curtis, Betsy Knights, Bruch Lehmann, Douglas Lovell, Ann Malenka, 
Richard McNulty, Mark Meyerrose, Bill Miles, Dwight Sperry, and Janet Terp. 
Guests: Tim Gardner, Elizabeth Greene, Stephen Lawe, Judy Oberting, Kip Oberting, Andy 
Standheim, and Stephanie Tysinger. 
 
 
HHA President Charlie Hackett called the meeting to order at 6:30 pm.   
 
Agenda Items: 
1. Review and Approval of January Meeting  Minutes 
The minutes of the January meeting were approved.  
 
2. Finalize accounting of Lovejoy Gift 
President Charlie Hackett volunteered to ask Ben Lovejoy if we can notify HHA families that 
their scholarship funds were provided by Ben’s gift. The group also agreed the entire amount of 
the gift should be used this year. The group also agreed to hold off on developing a summer 
camp scholarship program for the Lovejoy gift. 

 

3. Preliminary Discussion of 2012-13 Program Offerings 
Clayton Simmers shared a draft proposal for a new Mite program, which would require Board 
approval if it is to be offered as part of the 2012-13 season. Clayton explained that there is a 
changing landscape in Mite hockey since last year, with some teams planning to leave the GSL 
to play Mite Select hockey in Massachusetts leagues, which will continue to play full ice games. 
The group had two suggestions for the proposal presented by Clayton: limit the ratio of practice 
to number of games, and have a placement process run by a placement committee and not 
coaches. There are some questions about what the NHAHA will do if teams leave the GSL. GSL 
state representative Kim Stern will solicit some feedback from the NHAHA on its view of teams 
leaving the GSL. On a separate note, discussion of team size has begun for all teams and needs 
to continue. 
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4. Refund Request  
The family of a U12 player had requested a refund for the 2011-12 season, requiring Board 
approval. The player had been placed on the U12 Development team, and she and her family 
felt that placement on the U12 Travel Team was appropriate, given her level of experience. 
Charlie led a discussion of how the Board should address this request. One suggestion was to 
offer a credit to the family for next year’s season fee. It was noted that this situation was 
different from disappointment over placement on one travel team and not another (on a Blue 
team instead of a White team, for example), because in this case the player was placed on a 
development team and not a travel team, representing a fundamental difference in her hockey 
season. There was some concern about the precedent that this might set. The group also 
considered a narrow exception to the policy. After some discussion, the Board approved a $500 
credit for the family that would be used only toward next year’s registration fee. 
 
5. House Program 
Aimee Goodwin reported that she had participated with the UVHA and Woodstock in 
discussions about forming an Upper Valley Hockey League for house teams.  Each association 
would have one team per age level. The fee would be the same for each team. The funds would 
be combined and managed centrally. The schedule would be consistent throughout the season, 
with one practice per week and one local game on one night per week. The program would be 
open to current travel players who no longer wish to travel and players who are new to hockey. 
The league would be co-ed and no checking, with a split season (October – December and 
February – March). The data from our recent HHA member survey indicate that 82% of the 56 
respondents supported this idea. There was some question about the availability of ice. There 
was also concern that this could pull players from the travel teams and reduce the numbers for 
the travel teams. There was also concern that there would be a mix of experienced travel and 
development players on the house teams, and whether these teams would be characterized as 
recreational versus developmental. The group also questioned the availability of coaches for 
these teams. The Board agreed that Aimee and other members of the HHA should continue to 
participate in discussions as this program develops with these questions and concerns in mind. 
 
6. HHA Member Survey Discussion 
Aimee reported that 16 people responding to the survey so far have indicated that they are 
considering leaving the HHA because the level of play is not high enough. There was speculation 
that these responses could be from the parents of Blue team players. There was also a 
suggestion that the positive response to a house league could be from parents supporting the 
idea, but not necessarily for their children, so the actual interest might not be as high as 
indicated above. 
 
7. Young Officials Proposal 
Charlie noted that limited funds are available for the 2011-12 season to partially reimburse 
young officials for their clinic and equipment expenses. The proposal specified the criteria 
young officials must meet in order to be reimbursed by the HHA. The proposal was approved. 
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8. End of season tournament fees for Bantam White and Mite White 
Bantam White is playing in an end-of-season tournament in Rhode Island with a fee of $1,200.  
The HHA would normally cover $800 of that and leave $400 to be covered by the parents.  In 
light of the Bantam White/Bantam Blue merge early in the season and the larger team size, 
Coach Bill Miles requested that the HHA cover the entire tournament cost. The team will not be 
playing in States, so this will be their only tournament. The Board approved this request. 
 
Mite White is playing in an end-of-season tournament in Barre, VT at a cost of $500.  Of the 
$800 in tournament funds allocated to the team, $550 was spent on a Thanksgiving Jamboree 
in Essex, VT.  The team proposes that the remaining $250 in MW tourney funds be augmented 
by an additional $250 to fully cover the Barre tournament.  Mite White, with 21 roster players, 
has generated revenue for HHA at about twice its costs (calculated from practice ice, game ice, 
and referee fees). This request was approved. 
 
Committee Reports: 
Finance: Treasurer Mike Wagner reported a modest surplus after a budgeted small loss. The 
surplus would be in the range of $5,000. 
 
Coach Coordinator: Lead coordinator Jeff Graham has requested a gift of $200 for retiring 
coach Jim McKeown, which was approved. 
  
Rink Report: Jeff Graham reported there is a potential land swap between Dartmouth and the 
town for a second rink, noting that there could be interest in investing in another sheet of ice in 
the area. 
 

 
  
The meeting was adjourned at 8:35 pm. 


